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MENDOZA - Gourmet & Wine 
Wine & Spa for Woman - 4 days/3 nights 

 
For lovers of good wine, the pleasure of those always interested in tasting new wines and discovering the 
best vineyards and wineries, Estiba Argentina has designed its special tours.  
 
Day 1   Wine Service  
Reception at the airport, transfer to the selected accommodation. Check In.  
 
We start the tour with an entertaining talk about wine service by a sommelier of the team of Estiba 
Argentina. You’ll learn how to serve wine, such as opening, temperature, food and wine pairing.  
 
Afterwards, dinner is waiting for us at the restaurant 23 Grand Bar.,  where its field gives us a chance to 
play the traditional and fun argentine game of bowls.  
 
Day 2  Wines & Sparkling  
We start the day in the area of Alto Agrelo for tasting wines and sparkling at Septima Winery.  
 
Our next stop is the Vistalba Valley which is 20 km from the city of Mendoza; there we’ll visit Vistalba 
Winery; a place designed for pleasure, style and elegance, surrounded by an extensive garden with a 
wine-making area, a barrel room and an exclusive tasting room where we’ll taste the different ranges of 
wines.   Lunch is at Restaurant La Bourgogne. 
 
Return to the city of Mendoza for a city tour, visiting the main buildings, their  
squares, San Martin Park and La Gloria hill. We’ll visit the workshop of one of the most known fashion 
designer of Mendoza, design, fashion, glam and champagne are the perfect way to finish the day. 
 
Return to the hotel where dinner is on your own account.  
 
Day 3  Enjoy Spa for the senses  
In the Valley of Lunlunta is the distillery Tapaus, in Huarpe language meaning "hidden treasure". Built in 
2004, it was the first distillery to produce distilled spirits. Its architecture was awarded for originality. Then 
we will go walking through a scenic rural way to Cabaña La Guatana, breeders of “Criollos” horses. 
There one of the owners is waiting to take us on a horseback ride through the vineyards, getting into the 
wide streets of Malbec and Cabernet Sauvignon, going past dozens of olive trees and passing between 
the great groves of eucalyptus. 
 
Lunch is at Divina Marga restaurant where we will have a gourmet menu paired with Malbec. After that 
we will participate in a fun workshop Rating Wine, discovering the adventure of rating some wines from 
Mendoza. 
 
In the afternoon tea is served at the Patio Café Patisserie at the Park Hyatt Hotel. Then you’ll enjoy a spa 
session in KAUA Club & Spa. It has six rooms where they offer an extensive variety of massages and 
treatments provided by specialists  
 
Later transfer back to the hotel.  Dinner is at Azafrán Restaurant. 
 
Day 4 
Free morning.  At the appropriate time, transfer to the airport for departure.   
 
INCLUDES: 

 03 nights accommodations 
 01 dinner at Restaurant 23 Grand Bar 
 01 dinner at Azafran Restaurant 
 02 lunches 

 Visit to 02 winieries with wine tasting 
 Visit to distillery Tapaus 
 Bilingual wine expert guide 
 Transfer

 


